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Abstract

In an age of life-long learning, it is important that adult learners can effectively use their motivation and resources to reach their learning goals. In conversation, coaches can intervene to promote learning goal attainment by using behavioural change techniques (BCTs). In a coaching chatbot, such techniques can be ordered in an established, structured way to good effect. With recent technological advances, chatbot responses can be generated adaptively; this means that BCTs can be applied in an adaptive but less structured way. It is yet unclear whether this latter form of configuring coaching interventions is viable, how they compare to more established structured interventions, and whether both methods can be combined. For the purpose of answering this, we propose a 2x2 experimental design with the two intervention types as factors and goal attainment as the dependent variable. Results will indicate avenues for automating skilled conversation including choice of technology.
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1 Introduction

Recent research has demonstrated evidence for parity between human and chatbot coaches in adult education (Terblanche et al., 2022). With the growing importance of life-long learning (Ates and Alsal, 2012), the share of adults in education is likely to co-expand. While adult learners are relatively self-directed (Knowles, 1984), and thus traditionally not provided with close teacher-student supervision, they are known to lack social support and may thus be in need of professionals providing it (Lundberg, McIntire, and Creasman, 2008). The optimal teacher-student ratio in adult education has been variously assessed, e.g., at 1:4 (Dubrowski and MacRae, 2006) or about 1:9 (Mukhopadhyay, Sudarsan, and Tapaswi, 2020). The actual number is at 1:15 or 1:17 in public and private institutions, respectively (OECD, 2022). This issue is not transitory. As ever more education is moving online (Maatuk et al., 2022), the intrinsic nature of adult learners learning motivation (Cox, 2015) fails to ensure that they fulfill their intent: Non-completion is a persistent problem in online higher education (Delnouj et al., 2020).

Coaching is a professional helping relationship based on dialogue that is supposed to restructure a clients thoughts, values, and feelings in accordance with their personal aspirations (Passmore and Lai, 2020). To keep learners enrolled and promote academic performance, it is beneficial that they have developed goals (Harackiewicz et al., 2000). Goals are cognitive representations of desired behaviour outcomes (Moskowitz and H. Grant, 2009). They serve an important role in guiding sustained action, outcomes tracing what was resolved to be achieved (Latham and Kinne, 1974). Setting goals in the company of a supportive other leads people to aim higher (Latham and Saari, 1979). Simply monitoring goal progress...
leads to higher attainment; an effect that is even more pronounced if shared with others (Harkin et al., 2016).

To achieve better outcomes in goal attainment, human coaches on the one hand use evidence-based dialogue recipes (A. M. Grant, 2017). They also talk with, and not at, their clients (Armstrong, 2012): Goal pursuit coaching may be effective by following rules or adapting to circumstance. In both cases, goal-directed behaviour patterns are promoted. This is possible using different so-called behaviour change techniques (Michie et al., 2013). Two pathways are open to behaviour change and the resulting goal attainment. They may be characterized in terms of their makeup: Long, evidence-based recipes are structured interventions, while the more adaptive strategy may use only few or single utterances. Naming them after this, they are nano-interventions. Both structured and nano-interventions promote the same aim. However, the behavioural change techniques employed therein are differently configured: structured or adaptive.

Coaching chatbots are mainly researched in the health and education domain, where interventions aim to produce beneficial changes in users (Pande, Fill, and Hinkelmann, 2022). In the health domain, behaviour change models are focused mainly on how relational and persuasive capacity can be achieved (J. Zhang et al., 2020). As a review notes, while chatbots in education incorporate adaptation to user traits, most do not generate responses adaptive to the prior conversation (Wollny et al., 2021); furthermore, most chatbots aim not at a coaching but mentoring role, which is less formalized (Hastings and Kane, 2018) and therefore does not rely as much on intervention capabilities.

Chatbots differ in how conversation flows are controlled (Rasa, 2021) and whether responses are retrieved or generated (Winkler and Soellner, 2018). More recent work used a generative approach to coaching chatbots that successfully used structured intervention knowledge in the form of scenarios to generate responses conditionally (Zorrilla and Torres, 2022). Recent advances in conversational AI enable even better conditioned response generation (Peng et al., 2022). Resultingly, the difference between structured and nano-interventions becomes a matter of great importance for any chatbot project attempting to intervene in human experience and behaviour. If one configuration of intervention techniques is more suitable to the task, this determines the technological implementation.

This results in the following two research questions:

**RQ1:** Is adaptive response generation to apply BCTs in nano-interventions viable to improve goal attainment?

**RQ2:** How do adaptive nano-interventions compare to structured interventions for promoting goal attainment?

**RQ3:** How does the combination of nano- and structured interventions compare to each method used separately?

After discussing the automation of coaching, and giving a narrative review on coaching practice and research, the dialogue necessary for coaching interventions will be theoretically derived. Following this, current trends in natural language processing are discussed in their applicability to the problem. And lastly, the development and evaluation of a coaching chatbot artifact is outlined.

### 2 Is Coaching Amenable to Automation?

Being based on a relationship, coaching may be thought of as fundamentally linked to human coaches. However, far from being a universal benefit, the personality and behaviour of coaches in human-to-human coaching is the greatest barrier to coaching success (Blackman, A., & Carter, A., 2014). Furthermore, even though coaches need to possess a minimum set of core competencies (Crowe, 2017), and are considered professionals (Passmore and Lai, 2020), most coaches lack any psychological training (McKelley and Rochlen, 2007). Even more; there is not even consensus on how to train a coach (Bachkirova, G. Spence, and Drake, 2017). Consequently, conversational AI that is fed from a relevant knowledge base may act closer to evidence-based practice than many human practitioners. To address this, coaches would need to be better educated. Individual coaches improve by attending to teachers and reading gathered knowledge.
that has been written down. Modern technology is at least as capable of ingesting knowledge; and it can be improved for a longer time, without deterioration. A coaching machine is capable of monotone improvements, while individual human improvement stops at the very least at death.

Besides scalability into the future in terms of monotone improvements, a more mundane way in which coaching chatbots may outperform human coaches is in terms of cost. Coaching is a time-intensive business which ideally requires specially trained, competent individuals. Lömker, Weber, and Moskaliuk (2021) cite Rauen (2020), who estimates the average hourly rates of coaches in Germany in the management domain at a high EUR 291.11, while coaches in other domains still charged EUR 115.50. In order to achieve wide-spread uptake of coaching resources, affordability needs to be improved. Conversational AI tools may help to achieve scalability for coaching (Terblanche et al., 2022). It is unlikely that all coaches will be replaced by automated coaching conversations, yet the employment of doubtfully qualified coaches testifies to a demand for coaching which can only be supplied using scalable solutions.

Coaching dialogues require a mapping of coachee- or user-provided content onto a relatively restricted set of mainly structural coach responses (Bachkirova, G. Spence, and Drake, 2017). Neural networks in AI are function approximators (Hornik, Stinchcombe, and White, 1989), rendering neural AI capabilities apt to exploit mapping of bot responses to user utterances. Conversational AI is the application of natural language technology to conversational problems, say in chatbots (Gao, Galley, and Li, 2018). From their very beginnings, chatbots have been used in a psychological role: going back to the seminal rule-based bot ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966). Since then, advances in natural language processing have made the technology useful for coaching conversations in the domain of education (Terblanche et al., 2022).

Lömker, Weber, and Moskaliuk (2021) summarise the state of current research in coaching chatbots. During the Corona pandemic in the years following 2020, anti-virulence measures forced institutions to move on-premises activities, such as education (Maatuk et al., 2022), online. Many psychotherapists were convinced moving some of their activities there (Békés and Aafjes-van Doorn, 2020). This has benefited conversational agents or social robots, which were increasingly used as liaison service providers or well-being coaches (Aymerich-Franch and Ferrer, 2022). An accompanying rise was seen in mental health coaching apps (Lindsay, Baker, and Calder-Dawe, 2022). Furthermore, the pandemic years brought with them a breakthrough for tele-coaching, which has been on the rise since the early 2010s (Lömker, Weber, and Moskaliuk, 2021). The remaining challenge is to get to systems using conversational AI that continue this trend into more advanced channels of intervention, leaving expensive experts behind. Using conversational AI, transformational approaches using technology for new purposes in coaching may be enabled (Cushion and Townsend, 2019). An especially interesting use of technology in the coaching domain is the full automation. Recent research has indicated that coaching chatbots can reach parity with human coaches in terms of long-term goal attainment (Terblanche et al., 2022).

### 3 Theoretical Background

#### 3.1 Coaching

Coaching differs in the mode of dialogue employed. Most coaching dialogues are solution-oriented. Others are dialogic, meaning they are based on achieving mutual understanding. And yet others are dialectical, following the tradition of the ancients by helping coachees to rethink implicitly held schemata (John L. Bennett and Francine Campon, 2017). While the last way of dialoguing is a useful asset in cognitive behavioural coaching (Neenan, 2008), its focus on conceptual clarification does not generalise well to all aspects of coaching conversations. Coaching is based on the coach-coachee relationship (Passmore and Lai, 2020). This relationship is built on the exploration of a shared understanding that is as much affective as it is conceptual. For example, appreciation may help professionals enact positive change with their interlocutors (Rogers, 1951). In psychotherapy research, factors common to all schools and procedures have been identified, among them the helping relationship (Gelo, Pritz, and Rieken, 2015).
Verbal behaviour such as validating patients’ experience or making positive comments strengthens such relationships (Duff and Bedi, 2010). A second informative taxonomy groups coaching as a discipline into four discourses (Western, 2017): there is the coach as a soul guide, the network coach, the managerial coach, and the psychological expert. According to Bachkirova (2011), 80% of the world’s population have a deep interest in the spiritual. Members of the relatively novel profession of network coaches work with their client on achieving an overview and analysis of the coachee’s personal network. Managerial coaches help to handle and improve performance in the different roles management personnel needs to inhabit. The fourth and last discourse psychological coaching which largely focuses on behaviour, leaving aside aspects of spirituality or self. These discourses are not meant to be exclusionary; actual practice can be eclectic in its adherence to the various conceptualisations of coaching delineated herein. The last discourse from the coaching literature mentioned is most amenable to “evidence-based” (Sackett et al., 1996) methodology. Evidence-based coaching was first used as a term describing the use of theory and an empirical basis in contrast to coaching derived from pop psychology concepts (A. M. Grant, 2017). It has since been used to distinguish coaching that uses state-of-the-art empirical knowledge to inform its practice.

All four discourses have their strengths. If coaching is centered on adult learners as recipients, managerial and network considerations are less directly relevant than spiritual and psychological coaching, which target the person. While the specific aims of spiritual coaching are not well defined, it puts the inner life of the coachee at the center. In combination with dialogic practice, this discourse may inform design features linked to common factors from psychotherapy research as well as less clinically dominated literatures such as flourishing or self-reflection. Psychological coaching on the other hand is well suited to be used in designing specific solution-oriented conversation elements, i.e., interventions.

In summary, coaching dialogues may be held in a dialogic or solution-oriented mode. As coaching is built on a relationship that is established largely with dialogic methods, both modes ought to be combined. Both a holistic-existentialist discourse and an evidence-based psychological discourse may inform coaching dialogues. The latter especially is relevant to locate evidence-based intervention techniques. The remaining question is how these interventions should be constituted. This can be further narrowed down by turning to dialogue, and coaching dialogues in particular.

### 3.2 Dialogue

Coaching is practised using dialogue (Armstrong, 2012). In dialogue, what is done with talk is more important than what the talk is about (Schegloff, 2007). Utterances raise the expectation of an appropriate utterance in response. To get it, supplementary utterances before, between and after the base utterance can be used. This has empirical support and seems to be language-universal (Kendrick et al., 2020). Properties of this sequence organisation largely generalise to text-based chats as well (Tudini, 2015).

### 3.3 Promoting Goal Attainment with Dialogue

For coachees, the most frequently used utterances involve self-disclosure and delivering case specific information (Gray, 2017): 70% of coach utterances are questions. Coaches paraphrase coachees, for example to signal active listening (Weger et al., 2014). A part of the conversation will have to involve answers to coachee’s questions. Some utterances may be purely structural (Schegloff, 2007), for example aiming to repair conversations. Of course, all these utterances can be thought of as action (Austin, Urmson, and Sbisà, 1975). However, what is left is action through speech more narrowly defined: namely, utterances can be part of or parcel of an intervention in the sense of psychological science: they can introduce changes to the situation to affect outcomes. In this case, they ought to affect goal attainment. If these utterances are not part of a structured intervention, they may be thought of as psychological nano-interventions: e.g., setting tasks for the coachee or otherwise attempting to cause change in the interlocutor.
As coaching dialogue is supposed to help coachees in their pursuits, this pursuit needs to be affected by it. Besides activation of preexisting resources through questioning, offering of novel insights by answering questions, and supporting reflection by paraphrasing, coaching dialogues can also directly intervene to promote goal-directed behaviour or a change in behaviour that is beneficial for the attainment of a goal. These interventions fall into two groups: one is structured, and follows an empirically validated recipe, such as mental contrasting with implementation intents (MCII) (Duckworth et al., 2011), where imagery of goal states and reality is contrasted before concretely defining and committing to the resolution of this discrepancy in terms of if-then clauses. The other pathway is to rely on a suite of behavioural change techniques to be applied according to a perceived need expressed in the conversation. This pathway is to be called one of nano-intervention to underline that it takes place in potentially single utterances, in contrast to structured conversations, which rely on a predefined conversation flow.

To guide the design of coaching conversations, a blueprint model developed for a health coaching chatbot can be adapted (Beinema et al., 2022). This model describes a hierarchical way of thinking about bot utterances to be generated or retrieved. At a highest level, the domain is specified. In the current project, this is goal pursuit coaching. At the next level down, there is a choice among discourse topics. For example, goal setting or goal pursuit check-ins can be understood from this lens: meaning courses-of-action. The third highest level is that of actions, e.g., getting acquainted talk. Most actions presented by Beinema et al., 2022 are behavioural change techniques taken from the taxonomy of (Michie et al., 2013).

In summary, dialogue is structured in a way to raise and fulfill expectations. In coaching dialogues, what is to be achieved is defined in terms of the coachees aspirations. Within goal pursuit coaching, this specifically pertains to behaviours promoting the attainment of a chosen goal.

### 3.4 Current Trends in Conversational AI and Natural Language Processing

A common industry standard in conversational AI is a focus on intent, i.e., what is to be achieved with the conversation (Williams, 2018). Here, user intents are in focus. Machine learning can be used to classify any user input to a predefined set of intents, which in turn are linked to responses, which are often predefined as well. This way of driving conversation has had great success; however, its limitations have led to attempts at breaking the corset of this dialogue management approach. One way to go about it is to skip the intermediary step of intent classification (Rasa, 2021). Besides intent classification, the second part of the by-now traditional formula, namely response selection, may be partly replaced as well. Advances in natural language processing, namely transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017), have enabled the use of text generation. Very large generative models, such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) are particularly successful at generating well-conditioned text. Soon after their wide-spread introduction, Large Language Models (LLMs) were fine-tuned to generate conversational responses (Y. Zhang et al., 2019). This approach has been variously developed, including generation based on more representative data (Roller et al., 2020; Thoppilan et al., 2022) or models improving with use (Shuster et al., 2022). A possibility of combining the mature technology of intent-based dialogue systems with the emerging technology of LLMs is to use an open domain chatbot as a fallback option where no intents can be classified with high enough confidence (Young et al., 2022).

The usefulness of LLMs in conversational AI is not confined to their use as response generators. Intent-based systems rely on data that is traditionally hand-written. The capability of LLMs to extrapolate a pattern of text from a few examples can help to populate data structures used for classification and selection as well. An interesting development in this regard is the chaining of LLM generations (Wu, Terry, and Cai, 2022). Chatbots could be used in the educational context such as for providing formative feedback (Rietsche, Duss, et al., 2018), in review generation (Rietsche, Frei, et al., 2019) or peer-feedback creation (Rietsche and Söllner, 2019).

In summary, incumbent intent classification and response selection is being replaced by text-to-response mapping, especially in generative models fine-tuned or explicitly trained on dialogue data. The mere possibility of an alternative should not be enough to discard proven technology, however. Rather, an
important task for researchers in this area is to identify and contour where which method or combination is superior.

4 Research Plan

Besides coaching in a purely dialogic mode, incorporating questions, answers, and paraphrases, coach utterances may have an explicit psychological intervention aim too. Some interventions are structured, others can be referred to as nano-interventions, and are based on potentially single utterances. Combining this with an eye on informing automated coaching conversations, two questions arise: whether interventions have an effect beyond the provision of a responsive self-reflection opportunity, and whether structured or nano-interventions are more effective.

4.1 Falsification Plan

The research will be conducted with consenting adults who are taking part or have over the course of their lives taken part in a course or program of further education. It will use a 2x2 longitudinal design (see left column in Figure 1 for the 4 groups) and require 140 participants to achieve 80% power to detect the smallest effect of interest, which is defined as a pre-post effect in goal attainment of at least a medium effect (d = .3) for the double intervention group. This is based on a meta-analysis for the structured intervention, which reports an average effect of g = .277 with documents and .465 with human experimenters (Wang, 2021).

4.2 Hypotheses

The operational hypothesis is that there are group differences in goal attainment. As structured interventions have a better evidence base but adaptive nano-interventions more closely correspond to natural coaching conversations, it is expected that combining both structured and adaptive nano-interventions (Group 4) will lead users to outperform users exposed to any one of them (Groups 2 and 3, respectively), while all three are expected to outperform a chitchat control group (Group 1) in goal attainment:

- **H1**: The goal attainment of Group 4 will be significantly higher than that of Groups 1-3.
- **H2**: The goal attainment of Groups 2-4 will be significantly higher than that of Group 1.
- **Exploratory**: Is goal attainment higher in group 2 or 3?

4.3 Timeline and Independent Variables

The timeline of the experiment is as follows: Participants are screened to have a personally important learning goal they pursue over the course of months. They are then confronted with standardised questions: First on demographics and level of education, then on what their goal is, what their progress is in terms of Goal Attainment Scaling (G. B. Spence, 2007), whether they are intrinsically motivated towards their goal and how helpful they expect the coaching sessions to be. After this, the conversation changes depending on randomized group allocation. The available groups are described below. After two weeks, participants are invited to a second session that starts with a goal pursuit check in, again measuring goal attainment; thereafter group allocation determines the conversation. In week 4, participants are given access to the chatbot but not otherwise incentivised to use it. In week 6, they are invited to a follow-up survey.
2x2 Factorial Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1 (Control): Over-the-counter Open Domain LLM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After the initial dialogue assessing the variables in 1, the Grounded Open Dialogue Language Model (Godel) (Peng et al., 2022) is added in chitchat mode as a way to keep participants engaged for the duration of about 8 minutes in the first and second sessions. Unincentivised use opportunity and follow-up survey follow as described.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 2 (Nano-Interventions): Behavioural Change Techniques Godel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 2 differs from group 1 in that chitchat mode is exchanged for nano-interventions pertaining to the attainment of their goal. Such responses may take the form &quot;Can you tell me more about what facilitators you’ve found helpful in pursuing your goal?&quot;. To test the effect of nano-interventions, selected behavioural change technique titles from Michie et al. (2013) are used in a prompt of the form &quot;Given a topic, generate evidence-based knowledge on that topic.\n\nTopic: TITLE\nKnowledge:&quot; and put into the GPT-3 model davinci-003 (Brown et al., 2020). This produces contextual knowledge for a grounded response, which is triggered as a fallback if none of the intents is detected. Besides the contextual knowledge, the sessions' complete dialogue history and an instruction of the form &quot;Instruction: Given dialogue history and relevant knowledge, DESCRIPTION&quot; is used with the description of the behavioural change technique. This is meant to engage the participants for about 8 minutes. The second session functions equivalent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.3 Group 3 (Structured Intervention): Mental Contrasting With Implementation Intentions

Group 3 differs from group 1 in that participants are exposed to an example for a structured intervention with good evidence, namely to MCII (Duckworth et al., 2011). For this purpose, bot utterances are defined using the procedure outlined in (Fritzsche et al., 2016). They are retrieved using story-blocks 1 if users fulfill the task by providing input that is classified with intents such as "answer question on positive aspects of goal attainment". Initial intent expression examples are derived from GPTJ Wang, 2021 using the prompt "Given an intent, generate utterances conveying this intent\nIntent:”. Further intent expression examples are generated using GPTJ with the prompt "Given an intent, generate utterances with this intent.\nIntent: affirm Utterances: \n- EXAMPLE 1 \n- EXAMPLE 2 \n- EXAMPLE 3”. Of all expressions, an additional 4 paraphrases each are generated using pegasus Y. Zhang et al., 2019. In the second session, the procedure for Group 1 is used.

4.3.4 Group 4 (Double Intervention): Both nano-interventions and MCII

For this group, all data generated for groups 2 and 3 are used in combination, which means that participants ought to receive a structured intervention in session 1 and nano-interventions in session 2.

4.4 Dependent Variables

The primary variable of interest is goal attainment in a follow-up. As secondary variables, the Sensibleness and Specificity Average (Adiwardana et al., 2020), enjoyment, perceived usability, perceived helpfulness, study dropout, and voluntary use of the chatbot after follow-up are used. Study dropout being predicted to be negatively, and all others positively affected by belonging to groups 2 through 4, with the largest effect predicted for group 4.

5 Conclusion

Adult learning is a growing field with a relative dearth of professional helping relationships built into established institutions. As conversational AI is maturing, it may capture some of this growth, which adds demand to the market for skilled conversation. Coaching chatbots can supply this demand. On the level of coaching conversation, interventions aiming at improving coachees’ goal attainment may be structured or adaptive nano-interventions. On the level of enabling technology, these approaches may be transported by story-based response selection or prompting-derived generative methods. The proposed experimental design strives to answer which approach is preferable for use in goal pursuit coaching for adult learners. Its results may inform the more general questions of how dialogue is best able to transport change techniques, and which technological foundation or combination thereof is to be further developed to enable the automation of skilled conversation.
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